Release Notes LP-16
Please refer to the LP-16 User Manual for instructions on how to update the Device

Firmware Release: 83958 (Feb 2018)
Fixes


Corrected the selection of multitrack/stereo mixer



Pre or Post fader settings are correctly applied after a restart

Firmware Release: 83956 (Sep 2017)
Changes:


Support for upto 8TB drives.



Maximum multitrack songs increased to 200.



Handling of upto 32 Midi Tracks.

Fixes


Clicks when coming back from Menu or browser.



Midi Data incorrectly sent out if midi offset is negative

Firmware Release: 83934 (Sep 2016)
Changes:


Stereo Mixer for stereo songs. The stereo songs are played out on Left and Right channels of
the headphone output.



Midi note offs are sent on pause and all notes off on stopping the song



Display update problem when disconnecting and and connecting to MAC is fixed.

Firmware Release: 83926 (Oct 2015)
New Features


Start playback from an offset. Use the skip forward and skip backward button to change the
playback offset position. Hit the play button to start playback from the offset.
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Line output levels of LP-16 can be chosen to be either pre fader or post fader. Choose prefader when you do not want the songs mixer fader settings to affect your line outputs.



Preloading of songs for instant play is displayed on the screen. A small pop-up appears on the
screen when the preloading is taking place.



Active playing song in stereo mode is indicated with a play icon against it.



Some icons and button related features have changed. Please refer to the latest user manual
for details.

Fixes


Streaming problems in OSX. Fixed the problem of unreliable streaming in OSX which would
occur after a certain period of time or after a sample rate change.



Fixed playback of MIDI files exported from some DAW’s that tend to use running status even
after SysEx or Meta events are sent.



Continuous restart at start-up when a footswitch is connected.



uTool release 1.1.46 fixes the problem with playback of a song which has audio and midi files
of different length.

Changes in version 83859 (Dec 2014)


Hidden files created on the USB mass storage device when copying wave files using a Mac are
now ignored by the LP-16 when playing back



Optimized Midi file playback to prevent audio clicks when playing back ‘heavy’ Midi files
alongside multitrack audio.
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